
Subject: Re: DPS software
From: Dave Typinski <davetyp@typnet.net>
Date: 02/13/2013 22:32
To: Jim Sky <radiosky@radiosky.com>
CC: Richard Flagg <rf@hawaii.rr.com>

Oh!  Okay, now I get it.  In a rare fit of caution, I decided to ask before pressing the button.
--
Dave

On 02/13/2013 22:22, Jim Sky wrote:
Hi Dave,

Sorry for slow response today , chainsawing a 80 ft tree that fell in our yard.

If youdo the update, then  DualSpectrograph.exe should appear in the regular
prog files/ spectrograph directory. The old spectrograph.exe will not be
modified.  Didn't that work for you Dick?  Then you need to make a shortcut to
this new exe as it will not be listed under Programs.

Aloha,
Jim

On 2/13/2013 3:58 PM, Dave Typinski wrote:
Hi Jim,

I'm a little confused.  If I apply DualSpec Update 2.2.7, will it overwrite my
existing Spectrograph.exe file?

I do not see the DualSpectorgraph.exe file you mentioned; it's not in your
/spec web directory.  Where might it be?
--
Dave

On 02/13/2013 16:09, Jim Sky wrote:
Hi Guys,

The PC side software is working in most respects.  It will display both charts
simultaneously in live mode. I have some testing to do regarding saving and
redisplaying.  I believe the offset and color gain controls are working.

The scope (spectrum analyzer) view works but we had discussed coming up with a
way to calibrate this view.  This has not been done.
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I have yet to redo all of the features such as slope finding. These I will
begin working on as soon as I feel confident about the saving and loading
functions.

I do not suggest using the new software with your old devices yet. Eventually, I
want there to be just one program but now you should use the new
DualSpecrograph.exe just for the new hardware.  Both programs must reside in the
Spectrograph directory and you should just create a new shortcut to the dual
spec exe on your desktop.

The last stage will be seeing if we can do A-B or B-A or some other function.

Look at http://radiosky.com/spec/   for the latest update. Currently this is
SpecUpdate_2_2_7.exe

Great to closing in on getting this guy on the air.  Any chance of catching some
DP Jupiter this apparition?
Aloha,
Jim

On 2/12/2013 5:54 PM, Dave Typinski wrote:
Hi Jim!

How goes it?  I hope your back is getting better, at least a little bit if not
more.

What is the current state of the DPS PC-side software?  I gather from Dick
that he'll be sending the hardware to me in the next few days.

Do you have a link available where I can download the software, or are there
still tweaks you'd like to make to this initial version?

As always, no rush.  I won't have the hardware for at least a week.

Thanks Jim!

By the way -- is the new radiojove.org site your coding?  Nice job, looks good!
--
Dave

--
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Jim Sky Radio-Sky Publishing 89-720 Lani Kona Rd. Captain Cook, HI 96704 USA <
http://radiosky.com

--
Jim Sky Radio-Sky Publishing 89-720 Lani Kona Rd. Captain Cook, HI 96704 USA <
http://radiosky.com
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